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Are you ready

FOR CHANGE?
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Right now…
What’s HAPPENING with change

Why change usually FAILS
What we can do to make CHANGE 
SUCCEED
PRACTICAL exercise
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V  U  C  A
Volatile Uncertain Complex Ambiguous

4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re living in the age of disruption: technological advancement, a 24/7 world, digital, new companies – cross-industry evolution. We’re all feeling it - everything is moving more quickly, speeding upDisruption – you’re doing this with your carsWe also live in the most complicated environment leaders have ever knownVUCA, a term coined by the US Department of DefenseVolatile UncertainComplexAmbiguousChange is constant, messy, and complex, and it wIt Will never be slower than it is today…
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What’s 
CHANGED 
about 
CHANGE?

Change is a 

PROJECT
to be managed

Change is a 

MUSCLE that 
drives 

differentiation and 
performance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why? Because change management had changedIt went FROM:A problem to be solved…A project to be managed …Something that would soon be over, let’s not talk about itTOA muscle that you want to pump upBecause companies and leaders who have strengths in change drive differentiation and performance
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It is not the strongest species 
that survive, nor the most 

intelligent, but the ones MOST 
RESPONSIVE 
TO CHANGE .

“
—Paraphrased from Charles Darwin

6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The dilemma/paradox we all face…If change is so critical to survival – and business success – why are we so bad at it?Part of the reason is that we – as business leaders – don’t understand change. So lets look at some basic truths…
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Organizations don’t change.

PEOPLE DO.
7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can’t move an office or send an email with a new org structure and consider it done.Your business depends on behavior change – customers have to change their behaviors for you to succeed – buy more of your cars, stay loyal, referYour employees behavior has to change tooLeaders in every company are grappling with the human challenges of accelerating changeTheir customers are changing faster than their businessesTheir employees are weary of too much change, too fastTheir executives are on the hook for fast-paced growth
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70 %
of transformation 
initiatives are likely 
to fail. 

8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
* HBR says that when it is unmanaged, 70% of transformation initiatives are likely to fail – not achieve their objectivesAN URGENT REASON TO CHANGE IS NOT COMMUNICATEDA COMPELLING VISION FOR THE FUTURE HAS NOT BEEN ARTICULATEDLACK OF FEELING OF “OWNERSHIP” AMONG KEY EMPLOYEES (autonomy)PEOPLE’S CONCERNS ARE NOT SURFACED OR ADDRESSEDLEADERS DO NOT DRIVE THE CHANGEORG SYSTEMS AND OTHER INITIATIVES ARE NOT ALIGNED WITH THE CHANGEPEOPLE ARE NOT ENABLED OR ENCOURAGED TO BUILD NEW SKILLSTHE MASS DOES NOT EMBRACE CHANGE, GOES AGAINST CULTURE
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CHANGE 
MAY FAIL
for numerous 
reasons

External 
environment

Strategy and 
alignment

Allocated 
resources

Organisational 
structures and 

processes

PEOPLE
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Here are the 8 human factors 
most likely to cause 

CHANGE TO FAIL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Tell them what you are going to tell them)* We’ll go through the 8  most common human factors that cause change to fail, share some examples and give you suggestions or examples of how to address them
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LEADERS DO 
NOT DRIVE 
THE CHANGE

1
11

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Change under managed and over leadPMO/project management focusLeaders need to model change, be accountable, be seen as in charge, all alignedLead from top down and  bottom up
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A COMPELLING 
VISION FOR THE 
FUTURE HAS NOT 
BEEN ARTICULATED

2
12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHERYLMany times the objective of change is a business outcome – like saving money, rationalizing real estate, streamlining cycle timesThat’s important to a FEW people but it is not motivational – it doesn’t link to a vision or purpose that make people want to get up every daySo it is important to be able to say “When we are successful, THIS is what it will look like …” (WE ARE DOING THIS WITH NU3.0)Example – a global but sort of stodge tech company spent billions of dollars acquiring newer, bolder cloud companies so that the whole enterprise would be seen as more of a modern cloud company. But nothing happened. No one explained the vision, where they were going. So the old company behaved the same. New companies behaved the same. Customers were just confused.CEO and CMO took 3 tries to get Board aligned on a vision for brand and customer experience for the old and new entitiesSTUDY (2018 Prosci) showed 72% of companies that had an effective sponsor/leader met or exceeded change goals versus 29% who had an ineffective leader
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AN URGENT REASON 
TO CHANGE IS NOT 
COMMUNICATED

3
13

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MARIASTAT: 2017 study of more than 500,000 US employees showed 33% didn’t understand why organizational changes were happeningSTAT: a Global study (McKinsey but don’t say it) showed that among 24 different actions a leader can take to transform, when senior management communicate openly about progress and success, it is 8X more likely to succeed to achieve goals
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LACK OF FEELING 
OF “OWNERSHIP” 
AMONG KEY 
EMPLOYEES

4
14

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MARIAMessy middle managementPROSCI 2018 Study: Middle managers seen as the MOST resistant to change 43%
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PEOPLE’S 
CONCERNS ARE 
NOT SURFACED 
OR ADDRESSED

5
15

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHERYL* People are waiting for change – disappointed when it doesn’t address their problems:Not enough people, working too many hoursDon’t have the right dataDon’t trust their bossesDemoralized from org change after org changeEXAMPLE: BayerPackaged goods company – new operating model, layoffs, bad merger, new skills, start to see turnaround in less than 12 monthsCEO new – met with an existing culture team of employeesCANCEL AFTERNOON, proved he could listen
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ORG SYSTEMS AND 
OTHER INITIATIVES 
ARE NOT ALIGNED 
WITH THE CHANGE

6
16

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MARIA* HP example
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PEOPLE ARE NOT 
ENABLED OR 
ENCOURAGED TO 
BUILD NEW SKILLS

7
17

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MARIA
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THE MASS DOES 
NOT EMBRACE 
CHANGE, GOES 
AGAINST CULTURE

8
18

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHERYL* We see this most when it comes to risk taking, social sharing – stuff that would get you fired is now at the core of culture* OR the opposite:e.g. NikeJust Do it – anarchy – lost sense of fairness and accountability
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Change works best when it is 
HUMAN -CENTERED

Clear articulation of 
the vision/end state

Help employees 
understand the process 
and case for change –

such as digital 
transformation

Employee believes in 
the value of the 

transformation and can 
connect it to a future 

vision 

The transformation 
becomes business as 

usual

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MARIA
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Four practical approaches to increase your chance of 
success by adopting a human focused approach…

1 3 4

Message mapQuick impact assessment Engagement plan

2

Audience 
immersion
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Before even starting…
…set your change backbone (15 mins)

• Working on your tables with your 
colleagues from the same organization 
complete the template

• Discuss and fill in the four boxes

PURPOSE / VISION / STRATEGY

NEED OR OPPORTUNITY FOR 
TECHNOLOGY AS ENABLER

OBJECTIVES FOR THE 
TECHNOLOGY SOLUTION

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gaining clarity on your change purpose is essential before embarking on your journey. It needs to align with your Vision / Strategy.You need to be able to explain the link and the benefits to those going on your journey with you. (If you can’t you need to consider is it even worth starting?)Spending mapping out this story is essential.Exercise…Working on your tables with your colleagues from the same organization…complete the templateDiscuss and fill in the three boxes
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHERYLThanks to Allyson for inviting us – a rare chance to look “in”Cheryl – I’m Cheryl Ferguson, I co-founded Daggerwing Group 20 years ago and I’m the presidentMaria – I’m an Associate Principal with Daggerwing and a Chartered Organizational Psychologist
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Four practical approaches to increase your chance of 
success by adopting a human focused approach…

1 2 3 4

Message mapAudience 
immersion

Quick impact assessment Engagement plan
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Quick impact assessment

People
Team structure, roles, capabilities 
or behaviours

Process
New ways of working, governance…

Technology 
New systems or tools

What is going to change?

Summarize the impacts of the change 
for the impacted group

Summarize the risks that will be 
encountered by the impacted group

Are there any benefits or 
opportunities that will emerge?

Audience group

Assessment date
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Four PRACTICAL APPROACHES to increase your chance of 
success by adopting a human focused approach…

1 3 4

Message mapQuick impact assessment Engagement plan

2

Audience 
immersion
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We’ve selected three important audiences 

Supermarket waste 
coordinator

Food bank donation 
coordinator

Role in beneficiary 
charity
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Understanding your audiences
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Four PRACTICAL APPROACHES to increase your chance of 
success by adopting a human focused approach…

1 3 4

Message mapQuick impact assessment Engagement plan

2

Audience 
immersion
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Articulating your compelling story
Why are we changing?
What are the external reasons?
What are the internal drivers?
Why will change help us achieve our 
Vision/Purpose?

Core Purpose
If we could sum up this change in one sentence 

what would it be?

What is our roadmap?
How would we describe our destination?
What will we do to get there?
When will things happen?

What does it mean for me/us?
What are the changes for audience groups?
What are the benefits?

What we need from you…
What do you expect from your colleagues and 
other parties to help with this change?

What you can expect from us …
What will you do to help your colleagues on the 
journey?
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Four PRACTICAL APPROACHES to increase your chance of 
success by adopting a human focused approach…

1 3 4

Message mapQuick impact assessment Engagement plan

2

Audience 
immersion
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Plan how to engage your audiences

Audience

Supermarket waste 
coordinator

• Visit to talk through what 
difference the new system will 
make and what it will entail 
doing differently

• Poster in their staff canteen that 
describes the impact they are 
helping you make

• Invite to recognition lunch with 
charity staff
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Make the leap to 
MANAGED CHANGE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maria
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THANK 
YOU.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHERYL
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Review: 
HUMAN FACTORS 

that affect change

Leaders do not 
drive the 
change

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

A compelling vision 
for the future has 
not been articulated

An urgent reason 
to change is not 
communicated

Lack of feeling of 
“ownership” 
among key 
employees

People’s 
concerns are 
not surfaced or 
addressed

Org systems and 
other initiatives 
are not aligned 
with the change

People are not 
enabled or 
encouraged to 
build new skills

The mass does not 
embrace change, 
goes against 
culture

34

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHERYL
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Leaders can accelerate and strengthen THE 
PEOPLE SIDE OF CHANGE

Adoption

Time

SATISFACTION
DENIAL

EXPLORATION

ACCEPTANCE
COMMITMENT

DEPRESSION/ 
FEAR ANGER /

HOSTILITY

OPT-OUT
RESISTANCE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maria
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